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That disciple did not even look at the three people’s identity jade plates, he said with disdain, “If you 

want to read in the library, you need at least 100 contribution points to be qualified. Do you have any? 

Didn’t I tell you to read the complete works of the primordial chaos sect? You Can’t be illiterate, right?” 

 

Some disciples behind Yun chujiu shouted, “Seriously, if you don’t have any contribution points, hurry 

up and get out of the way. Don’t waste our time.” 

 

“That’s right, what are the three odd-job workers reading? Can they understand it? !” 

 

“Isn’t this Yun Chujiu? I heard that she accepted the mission to raise snow jade silkworms. It seems that 

the reward is 100 contribution points.” 

 

.. 

 

When the disciple guarding the library heard that, he curled his lips and picked up Yun Chujiu’s identity 

jade plate to swipe on the groove. Then, he was dumbfounded when he saw the number displayed on it! 

 

When the people in the queue saw that the disciple was stunned and did not say anything.., they urged 

impatiently, “Hey, Liu Shun, can you hurry up? ! If you have enough contribution points, hurry up and let 

them go. If you don’t have enough, hurry up and chase them away. What are you dawdling for? !” 

 

Liu Shun ignored everyone’s urging. After he took down Yun Chujiu’s identity Jade Plate, he stuck Jin Zhi 

and ye Bingyu’s identity jade plates on it and looked at them. Then, he was completely dumbfounded! 

 

After a while, he jumped up and pointed at Yun Chujiu. “You, you, tell me, what underhanded method 

did you use to turn your contribution points into 7,500 contribution points?” 

 

When the people waiting in line heard Liu Shun’s words, they exploded! 



 

7,500 contribution points? 

 

What a joke! 

 

Mo Han, who was ranked first among the disciples, only had 5,000 contribution points, and that was 

because he often took on missions that were difficult to complete. 

 

How Could Yun Chujiu and the other two have 7,500 contribution points? 

 

There must have been a mistake when Tianji Peak distributed the contribution points, which was why 

they were able to take such a huge advantage. 

 

This… This was too unfair! 

 

No, they had to give an explanation! 

 

One of the Tianji Peak disciples didn’t have time to wait in line and immediately went to report to the 

elders of Tianji Peak. 

 

Yun chujiu glanced at Liu Shun and said, “How I got these 7,500 contribution points has nothing to do 

with you, right? I’m just asking if you have 100 contribution points. If you have enough, cut the crap and 

let us in!” 

 

Liu Shun was slapped. “You, you, just you wait! The truth will come out sooner or later. Just you wait to 

be expelled from the Chaos Origin sect!” 

 



Yun chujiu looked at Liu Shun as if he was an idiot. Then, she picked up the identity jade token and the 

jade token to enter the library and entered the library. 

 

The people who were waiting in line didn’t have the mood to enter the library anymore. They were all 

waiting for the news of the Tianji Peak disciples. 

 

There must be something wrong here. They had only entered the sect less than two months ago, and it 

was impossible for them to get so many contribution points! Besides, the disciples who had been in the 

sect for more than a hundred years didn’t have so many contribution points, okay? 

 

While everyone was looking forward to it, a Tianji peak disciple ran over while panting. “They… their 

contribution points are real. They got them by raising snow jade silkworms.” 

 

What? 

 

What a joke! 

 

Didn’t they only get 100 contribution points by raising snow jade silkworms? Could it be that the elders 

of Tianji Peak didn’t know how to count? 

 

The disciple of Tianji Peak told them the whole story, and everyone was stunned for a while. Then, they 

looked at each other, thinking that the elders of Tianji Peak were most likely crazy! 

 


